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aSM Corporation recently installed
its 3090 expanded memory into
Komatsu Dresser's 300E. KOma:tsll
Dresser, manufacturer of
,c onstruction eqUipment, leased
" its mainframe for four years
previous and "assumed all along
that at some point we would
have to do something to upgrade
the basic unit, " explained
Chris Marler, Manager,
Technical/Engineering .S ystems.
"We have all of our commercial
processing for the entire
company on the 3090
300E, " said John Obrist,
Manager of Operations. "We
support financial marketing,
manufacturing, and parts
business. " Komatsu Dresser has
on line DASD systems that
support aU of those
functional areas, plus
programming development
organization.s.at ,t hree
different facilities.
"We felt it was an excellent
opportunity to do something
that we bad anticipated doing
within the next twelve months
in a fashion that was very easy
to justify financiatly, " said
Mr. Marler. In addition,
Komatsu Oresser had looked at
a variety of other companies
. and felt that SSM Corporation
was a logical choice. "Even
used IBM memory would have
been prohibitively expensive
for us at this time, " said
Marler. "In our case, we
defmitely would be doing more
paging to DASD without the
expanded memory. Without the
addition, a number of problems

D~esser

occur -- one of which is slower ,
overall page to DASD by several '
orders of magnitude, secOlidly,
and mOf~ important to us, it
makes it more difficult for us
to tune the DASD sub sy,stem with
that much paging activity going
on to it. So now we can be a ,
little more cavalier about what
we do with Qur DASP paging
because we know the 110 rates
are going to be extremely small
and should be consistently
s~II," explained Mr. Obrist.
Komatsu Dresser was pleased to .
find BSM's overall capability
to solve their problems
effectively and proficiently.
Mr. Obrist, who was present during
most of the 3090 memory
installation, felt that "Paul Bishop,
. who execu~ the installation,
knows what he is doing ~ He seems
verycompe~nt." Mr. Obrist was
"pleased that it worked out as '
well as it did." Overall,
Komatsu Dresser has been very
satisfied with BSM Corporation's
ability to solve their problems
effectively at very low cost.
BSM looks forward to bringing
low cost reliable memory to
customers across the United
States and abroad.
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PR O FIL E
The following is an interview with
the president, Glenham Bishop,
reflecting his views on the American
economy.

Q: BSM buys only American compo
nents for their memory. Is this
inoonvenient?
A: "You ~ve to deliberately hunt
for American-made components.
Sometimes, We have to go further
than what' s convenient or
economic, but we si~ply will
not settle for anything less. "

Q: What happens if there are no high
quality American components-
where do you go?
A: "We've been very lucky to find
quality American manufacturers,
but if we had to, we'd buy from
countries with a negative trade
deficit. "

Q: Mr. Bishop, wbatclianges have you
seen in your lifetime concerning
pride in American manufacturing?
A: "After World War II, there was
such a nationwide f~ling of
pride, and the economy snowballed
for at least ten years after that.
Now, people are too complacent-
they buy without thinking of how
their purchase effects the economy .•
Q: What does BSM want to accomplish
in buying only American products?
A: "We try to Diinimize the effect
foreign countries have on the u.s.
economy."

Q: If there was-.o ne way to sum up your
philosophy on purchasing behavior,
what would it be?
A: "Basically, if you make your money
in th~ U.S., you leave it in the
U.S."

BSM products let you get more life
out of the computer you've already
invested in. We use only the mosf
superior American manufactured
memory chips. This, plus decades
Qf/eilgineerjng experience with IBM
water-cooled -CPU's combine to
deliver highest quality, market
proven products. Best of all, our
produc;ts are available to you at 'a
realistic price. BSM has gained
world-wide respect in the industry
for craftsmanship and reliability.
We do more than what is expected;
we do our best.
What advantages does BSM memory
offer over it's competitors? BSM
does not adversely modify the 3090
~me. Our memory plugs right
in with no added power supplies.

We utilize all of IBM's hardwareand microcode. We even use IBM
control -cards. Special dram chips
are used in our main storage. This
allows us t9 keep bits from the
_
same line of memory in separate '-..-/..
modules. Therefore, if a whole
memory chip fails, only single bit
errors occur (transparent to
customer operation). We can
actUally remove four memory chips
fr-om our main storage with no
adverse effect on customer
operation. If you ask one of our
competitors to remove just on~
chip from their memory, it won't
work.
.'
Both cards support a 4 bit wide
data path. We use all IBM store/
fetch - address/terminators to
operate in each 3~O model. Our
'. cards run on power and voltages
sJready present in the machine.
No alterations are required. All
diagnostic tools are useable to
isolate any errors. Basic
function of our cards is like
that of the IBM 'antelope' design
technology.

·BSM Upgrades Butterw'orth's 3090
BSM Corporation, in collaboration
with broker Neil Salsitz, New "
Horizons Productions, Ltd.,
recently sold and installed a
3090 BSMcentral storage upgrade
to Butterworth Hospital. Mr.
Salsit2:, when referred to BSM
CO,rp" met \Vith Marketing
Director, Mark Hulseberg to
discuss options available in
satisfying the requirements of
clients. WI try to,work with all
of my clients in both a reactive
and pro-active modes, responding
to immediate needs. PRN, and '
_assisting whenever possible in
.' the design and strategic planpi.Qg
for their future needs. The memory
upgrade at Butterworth had been
discussed for the past year and
was part of a long term plan to
allow the implementation of a
new software package for the
hospital, as well as provide fo(
utilization of enhanced ESA '
functions," said Salsitz. Without
, a memory upgrade, response time
. would have slowed dramatically.
"Obviously, " explained Salsitz,
Wwith a degradation in response
time in any computer sY$tem, the
produc~ivity of the computer
would diminish and the jobs that
.} equired timely processing might
not be processed in time. As with
any operation", said Mr. Salsitz,
, "this would cost in all arenas.
In the health care industry,
delays can cost significantly in
man hours , time value of revenues
in biHe9 and unbilled accounts,
overtime, and envifOnmentals 
and, of cOurse, the future
employment of the MIS staff
lnvolved when what is supposed
to be completed is not completed
on time! W

As a broker, Mr. Salsitz helped
Butterworth realize that BSM
memory ~ould provide identical
perforn:wice to IBM memory at
significant savings with no
forfeit of safety or reliability.
"In these dayS of growing budget
consciousness, end-users are.
more and more willing to consider
. alternatives that will provide
identical perfortDance at
significant saving$. BSM provides
this and more;" said Salsitz.
"That is the pomt that we
(BSM and New Horizons
Productions, Ltd.) were
successful in conveying! " , he
said. "I am convinced that there
are hundreds of shops out here
that can benefit in the same way ,
and I am recommending tQ all of
my clients thafthey consider'
the BSM alternative in their
future plans! "
As with any major purchase,
especially a purchase from a
third party vendor, "the
question about references,
maintenance support, perfomance
guarantees, and IBM/3090 '
compatibility were discussed, W
explained Salslt-z. Through the
efforts of Mark Hulseberg, Glenn
Bishop' and Neil SalsitZ, ·· Butterworth Hospital attained' a
satisfactory comfort level atld
. has been pleased with everything
to date!

Nothing at BSM goes into the field
before it has been thoroughly 
even mercilessly tested. Our on
premise testing facility is busy
day and night running BSM
Memory cards through several .
steps of rigorous testing. First,'
emulated tests are run under full
voltage and temperature bias.
Then, each entire storage upgrade
must pass a 168 hourburn-m
procedure in olle of our IBM 3090
mainframes. Furthermore, we run
them .in their target configur- '
ation, that is, where you want
them to run. This kind of
dedication to product testing
has earned us a reputation for
reliability. Even our competition
states that BSM storage is the
industry'S cleanest and easiest
to install and maintain. Our
clients feel the same way. In
fact, many of them purchased
3090 upgrades before they were
even available!

Iil design and manufacturing,
strict standards maintain the
high quality of BSM products.
We use highly qualified American
made drams as well as U.S.
manufactured components and
assemblies. Highest reliability
is achieved by using ,the latest
techrlOlogy available. ,

, ~ince

the installation,
'.
Butterworth has improved ' resul ts
in their system. "The 3090 is
running wel1 and the customer is
enjoying all the benefits that a
64 mb increase to central memory
provides. Ii In addition , "the . .
..~ technicians' knowledge,
Plperformance,on-time completion,
'<---" and professionalism were notoo
by the customer."

TESTING

Neil Salsitz, President

New Horizons Productions, Ltd.
708/520-3480

In short, BSM Corporation uses
the finest chips and components
available, manufactures its 3090
memory according to strict
standards, and thoroughly tests
its cards before going into the
field. If you have any questions
or comments, please call us at
SOO/899-4BSM. We look forWard
to hearing from you! '
.
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Be the first to send back this quarter's crossword correctly,
and win a 308X TCM! Fax answers to 708/980-6834.
.

Good Luck!
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Down
I . The aggregate crosstalk from
a large number 'of interfering
channels.
2. A quantity assigned to a
constant, a variable,
parameter or a .symb91.
3. The amotlnt of time by which
'. an eV,ent is retarded. /
4. Unr~lved wntention for
use of a reso.Orce.
5. A process for l1eterynining
accuracy.
6. The rate of signal oscillation,
expressed in hertz.
7 . To convert cleat' data into
cypherthl.
8. A switching device.
9,·, A systematic deviation of a
value from a reference· value.
10. To modify an object program
without.recompiling the source
progr~m.

1 I .. Amertcan National Standard Code
for Information Interchange.

. 1. An occurrence or happening.

. 2. A point of reference from
. which measU!'ements can be made.
3. Accumulation of data to be
processed.
4 . Enter, modify , or delete data.
5. Wait-before·transmitting
positive-acknowledgement
character.
6. . Group of tracks on a magnetic
drum or on one side of a mag
netic disk.
7 . Value. used to.alier a counter
or·register.
8. Location in the storage of a .
computer where data a're stored.
9. To end a task before it. is
completed.
10. {)peTational.
11. Making of charts & pictures.
12. To return tQ the original
level of a user interface. .
13. A graphic symbol whose appear
ance conveys information.
14 . An ordered set of data.

MEMORV MAN '.J
AFTER HIS STRANGE TRANSFORMATi ON,
MARVIN NOw REALI ZES THAT HE HAS
OBTAINED A FASTER AND MOQE
POWERFUL BOD'I & MI ND . .

THE-FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS IS TO
THANK THOSE TWO CLOWNS FOR HELPING
. TO GJVE ME M'I NEW FOUND SUPER
.' POWERS, NOW WHERE DID THE'I GO?

